Industry Engagement Prize Application form

The aim of this prize is to recognise successful engagement with industry through impact on the industry partner’s processes, products or services. Academics staff must be nominated by their industry partner(s).

Summary of eligibility

1. Applications must be submitted by the industry partner or an industry body.
2. This prize is open to all staff and postgraduate research students currently affiliated with the University of Aberdeen.
3. Applications must demonstrate that the industry engagement has had a real effect on, or benefit to the industry partner e.g. through the development of a new procedure, process or service.
4. Industry is defined broadly as any organisation with a mission to create economic or social impact. Note that public sector organisations are not eligible.
5. Industry engagement which has started or finished within the last 36 months is eligible for submission but not work that was submitted in previous calls.
6. Staff or students whose primary role within the University is industry engagement are not eligible to apply.

Summary of terms

1. Nominations must be made using the form provided.
2. Nominations for the 2019 prize must be received by 5pm 22nd November 2019.
3. The decision of the judging panel is final.
4. Winning entries may be used for case studies to promote industry engagement internally and externally. Case studies will be provided to the industry partners and confidential information will not be used in case studies.